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I bope tbat the Alpine Club Library now possesses a pamphlet
as in teresting as it is rare.

In conclusion, I must once more thank tbe Club for th e very
grea t honour they did me in electing me President . Yes
and for more than that, for the courtesy and kindn ess shown
to me on all occasions, and I end with the words of Rip Van
Winkle in the old play, , May you all live long and prosper.'

E IGHT D AYS I N THE J APANE SE ALPS.

By R.LR. T H E PRINCE CR ICR IBU.

THE summer of 1927 had already passed its zenith, and
news from the mountains was growing less frequent in the

daily press, when I left Karuisawa, on August 21, for a few
days' climbing in the Nort hern Japanese Alps. The Karu isawa
season was practically over, and th e tints of autumn were
already appearing on moorland and forest . The clouds hung
so heavily that many anxious glances were directed heaven
wards. However, as our train passed on tbrougb Shinonoi and
Obasute the weather began to improve, and with the growing
heat our eyes were dazzled by the sun's blinding glare. My
eager longing to be all the sooner on the cool banks of th e
Azusagawa made the speed of the train appear all the more
painfully slow. Eventually wereached Matsumoto at 11.30 A .M.

and here we were met by Maki, Hayakawa, and Okabe, with
whom we boarded the tr am for Shimashima. As we were told
that tbis had been specially ordered to take us there in half an
hour, we got through our lunch as quickly as possible. From
the tramway terminus we took cars as far as Shimashima and
thence went on up th e forest-clad ravine in a borse-drawn truck.
I was reminded of the summer, four years ago, when we were
hurrying down at top speed to make up for th e time we had
lost by our late departure from Kamikochi after our traverse
of the ridge from Tsubakuro to Yari-ga-take. This time, it is
true, I was in a horse-drawn truck, but I did not find it nearly
so comfortable as some might imagine, for I was entirely
prevented from stretching my legs owing to the shortness of
the truck. On the way up th e valley we were caught in a
downpour, but this fortunately cleared away . After a tedious
two hours up hill, the horse got so done up that it was compelled
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frequently to stop for a breath er, but just as I was thinking
of getting out of the truck, for I was now thoroughly tired of
sit ting in it , we found ourselves at the Iwana-dome hu t. H ere
we had a short halt, and then, taking off our coats, applied
ourselves to the ascent of the steep, rough trac k leading to the
'I'okugo Pass, 7100 ft. above the sea and 4000 ft . above
Shimashima .

Most of those who go to Kamikoehi for climbing, or who
return from the mountains by way of Shimashima are com
pelled to cross this pass, and I have no doubt that many of
them sometimes sigh ' If only there were no Tokugo Pass! '
That, I think, is a very natural thing to do, and yet I am very
grateful for this formidable barrier erected by Nature, since it
is this which serves to preserve the simplicity of Kamikochi
unspoilt. To the many thousands who traverse it every
summer it offers an appropriate training ground, and yet ,
although its name is familiar all over J apan, only two inns are
to be found here. I was told, however, that in the near future
a motor-road is to be constructed to facilita te its passage.
Well, doubtless modern facilities have their uses, for it seems
a pity that the enjoyment of such beautiful scenery as this
should be confined to a few : still my gre at hope is that
Kamikochi may always, in itself, remain just as it is to-day.

It was 6 P. M. when we gained the top of the pass. The
peaks of Hodaka flushed golden in the evening glow, but the
sun sank so swiftly behind them that I had not even time to
take out my camera from my rucksack, and as soon as we
stopped to rest the air grew quite chilly. By the time we got
down to the meadows at the foot of the pass it had grown quite
dark and soon we caught sight of the glimmering of the lanterns
coming from the Shimizuya inn to welcome us. I now
imagined that the rest of the way from this point would be
quite straightforward, but , as a matter of fact , it turned and
twisted right and left and, to my surprise, there were many
ups and downs on the way. 'Surely,' J thought , ' the Gosenjaku
inn must be quite near by now and its light visible? ' But
even after a considerable distance farther no lights could be
seen that app eared to belong to it . However, at last we began
to discern them glancing through the trees an d presently we
were abreast of the Gosenja ku receiving th e greet ings of some
dozens of people who were drawn up to see us pass by. We
then crossed th e Azusagawa by the Kappa-bashi and after a
walk of about a mile found ourselves, at 8 P .M ., at the Shimizuya
inn. Of new erect ions since I was last here I only noticed one
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that looked like a tea-house, and anot her evidently belonging to
an official of the Forestry Bureau. Here and there, scat tered
among the trees by the river side, twin kled the lights of many
cam p fires. I lost no time in getting into the bath and felt
that surely one of the greatest pleasures in life is to be able to
st re tch one's legs and to wash off the dust of a day 's journey in
the waters of a hot spring. I was at first afraid that it would
be at least 10 P .M. before our dinner would be ready, but by
great good fortune it was only just past 9 when we were able
to sit down to the enjoyment of the trout for which Kamik6chi
is so famous. The peaks of Yakedake and Kasumi, together
with th e forest of slender silver birches at their feet , were now
shrouded in darkn ess, and as night wore on the only sound to
be heard was the low murmur of the waters of the Azusagawa.

The sun's rays of a bright morning streamed through my
shoj i at an early hour, and after a leisurely breakfast I set
out for a stroll as far as the Myojin pond. The Azusagawa
flowed peacefully between banks cloth ed with green willows
and silver birches, and above all the dark granite of the massive
form of Hodaka towered grandly against a clear blue sky, its
cliffs here and there seamed with slopes of snow. The way as
far as the shepherd's hut, which last night , in the darkness,
seemed so long and so weary, was quickly covered, for our
attention was absorbed by the beau ty of the surrounding
scenery and by the diversions of entertaining conversation .
I was very sorry to find that the old hepherd's hut was burnt
down and had been replaced by a quite ordinary sort of wayside
tea-house. After crossing the Azusagawa we went round by
the cottage where the famous old hunter Kamonji used to
live, who knew so well and so deeply loved these Alps of ours.
As I stood inside the littl e hut I could not but feel how deep
his devotion ·to them had been. Close by stands th e Hodaka
shrine at which Kamonji used to worship , and passing this,
we came to the My6jin pond , in which he used to ta ke so much
delight in fishing for the excellent trout in which it abounds.
To this sport we at once devoted ourselves for th e rest of the
morning, two of our guides, Tsune and 8h6, keeping up a
spirited contest between themselves. On our arrival the
trout were lazily swimming about here and there unafraid, but
our footsteps and our shadows alarmed th em and they scattered
in all directions to their hiding-places und er the boulders and
banks, only to reappear a few moment s later from one hardly
knew where. Tsune and 8h6 were quickly successful, and
thus tempted I a t once ceased to remain a mere spectator.
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Borrowing a rod I passed round to the other side of the pond
and took my seat und er t he shelter of a tree. I soon found ,
however, that fly-fishing for trout here was not an easy matter
and at the end of an hour 's patient perseverance I had caught
but one. I then changed my place to where I could see a score
or more, of various sizes, but none of them seemed disposed to
rise. Meanwhile I began to feel hungry for it must have been
almost noon, but my attention had been so closely fixed upon
the fly that I had had no chance of looking at my watch.
Tsune now kindly changed my fly and at once managed a
successful cast, though Okabe, who was sit ting close by me,
had no luck at all.

, It's already past 12 o'clock,' I heard someone call out.
, Let us have some lunch,' but I took no notice of it, and I grew
so absorbed in the sport that almost a whole hour slipped by
unnoticed before I could stop. I had then caught five in all,
and with these I left in tr iumph. We came out of the forest
as far as the bed of the Azusagawa and then went some distance
along the right bank to a spot where we halted to make a fire
and grill the trout which proved freshness itself-how good
they were! But by th is time the gathering clouds began to
distract our attention from these delights and we were get ting
somewhat worried about the thr eat ened rain. As a matter of
fact, at this time of the year it is quite usual to be tr eated to
a downpour regularly every afternoon. It was about 3 P.M.

when we got back to the inn, and at dinner that evening we
once more found trout upon the table. I t came on as sashi1ni
(i.e. raw, with shOyu and horse-radish) ; in soup ; grilled,
with salt, miso, or shOyu; or fried, in the fashionable modern
style. Indeed, they seemed to serve up the fish in as many
different ways as possible, and as they believed this to be th e
best form of entertainment they could offer us, it was a very
natural thing to do.

I was told that this summer an enormous number of people
had visited th is part of the mountains and th at the two inns
of Kamikochi had been full to overflowing all the time, in
addition to th e many persons camping out , whose tents were
to be seen scat tere d about the forest. J daresay that to a
certain extent this may prove to be a passing craze, though
I hope that it may really turn out a permanent form of
recreation rather than a mere transient fancy. I trust also
that as far as possible it will always be popularised on the
right lines since I feel sure that it is of the greate st importance
for us to try to cultivate a tr ue intimacy with Nature, and it
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seem a desirable thing, especially in the case of young people,
to be able to spend a while in the very heart of great ature
and so catch something of her inspiration.

When I got up the following morning, August 23, the sta rs
were shining all lonely in the dark sky, and at 4 A.M. we left
the inn by lantern light . We said good-bye to the people
who came to see us off at the Kappa-bashi , and soon were
on th e upward way.

Day was dawning as we gained the foot of the rock wall
from which rise the peaks of Nishi-Hodaka and Mae-Hodaka,
just after clearing the forest . Below, we caught sight of the
Azusagawa shining like a silver ribbon through the mists that
spread over the whole valley of Kamikochi. We then reached
the bottom of the gully between Nishi-Hodaka and Oku-Hodaka
by a steep and tiresome ascent, and it was after this th at the
real climbing began.

J apan is said to be a mountainous country , and it is indeed
true tha t its mountains are many, although t he peaks we want
for our serious climbing are comparatively few, those, I mean,
on which human legs, unaided, are inadequate- the home of
rock and snow. Most of these are to be found in the Ho
daka-Yari range, and it is the days that the mountaineer
spends in this region that afford the true joys of really sport ing
climbs. Although it was autumn, the sun was still blazing
hot , for I think it is always when in the mountains that one
feels its fierceness most . By noon we had reached the top of
Mae-Ho daka and descended on the other side, and thus, for
the first time since my season last year in the Swiss Alps,
I had enjoyed the delights of a ' really sporting climb.' About
lunch-time it began to cloud over, the weather deteriorated,
and an hour later the rain came down. The roaring of the
thunder that next followed proved a most unwelcome addition.
I wonder if there is any more terrifying experience than a
thunderstorm on a mountain top? The story of the Alps is
rendered much more thrilling as one r eads the accounts it
contains of the tragedies of the victims of lightning on some
Alpine peak Meanwhile, the point of the ice axe carried in
Maki's rucksack began to emit a hissing sound and we were
compelled to take shelter under th e lee of a rock just below
the to p of Oku-Hodaka, which we had by that time nearly
reached. The downpour seemed endless and th e thunder
storm from time to time above our heads was most threatening,
so, for safety's sake, we deposited our axes beneath a rock
a shor t distance away. We tried to get a little shelter und er
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cover of our small portable tent, bu t our coats were soon wet
thro ugh and as the time passed th e weather grew colder.
Whenever the downpour slackened and showed us the peaks
rising across the valley, we tried to make a fresh start , and
then down came th e drenching rain afresh. However, after
waiting for a long hour- and -a-half, we managed to get off and
finally reached the top of Oku-Hodaka at 4.48 P .M. , but here
it was so cold that we turned and went down to the hu t without
halting. This hut belongs to the guide Imada. It had only
been opened this year and is very conveniently fitted up, with
a stove on th e floor and bunks arranged in two tiers.

The night of August 24 spent near the top of the mountain
passed peacefully, and at dawn, in spite of the doubtful aspect
of the weather, we set out, as we had arranged, to climb to th e
top of Oku-Hodaka again, leaving all superfluous baggage
behind in the hu t . Carrying light rucksacks, we climbed to the
top of the ridge which we had descended yesterday, and once
more reached the summit of Oku-Hodaka. As the weather
was still threatening we prepared ourselves for rain. The
actual distance between th e tops of Oku and Mae-Hodaka is
not really great , but, as before reaching the lat ter peak we had
a considerable descent to make, it occupied some time. On
the highest poin t of Mae-Hodaka we found a small square
fence with stones piled high against it s outer sides, in one of
which was a narro w opening. Po sibly it may have been used
as a bivouac place on some previous occasion. Roofing it over
with our portable tent we crept inside and made a fire. Being
myself a novice, however, I could scarcely keepmy eyes open
for the smoke was unendurab le and I was obliged to go outside,
although Okabe, hardened as he was to such disagreeables, felt
not the slightest inconvenience. It occurred to me th at a
mountaineer' s experience might fairly be estimated by the
width he could keep his eyes open in "the th ick smoke of burning
green wood ! At last the expected rain came down and r was
compelled to crawl back into the tent , though I took my seat
in the remotest comer away from the fire. Nevertheless, th e
smoke repeatedly renewed its attack as the wind whirled it
round the shelter, and before I could shut my eyes they were
alreadv filled with tears. After lunch, we descended to the
bivouac in the Karasawa ravine in the rain, and as the rocks
on the upper part of th e ridge were very disint egrat ed, we had
to take some care. Crossing lower down some slopes of snow
and next a stretch of scree, we at length found ourselves at th e
famous Karasawa Cave.
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The Kara awa Cave! What a wonderful spot it is and
hat delightful m mories its name recalls in the story of our
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and as we warmed our frozen bodies at the camp fire and
changed our sodden clothes, our spirits at once rev ived . It
was an immense relief to get some hot tea, and over it to be
able to exchange mountain memories in comfort . Toward s
evening a strong breeze spra ng up, sweeping aside the dark
clouds and disclosing wave upon wave of peaks and ridges in
endless succession.

Westward s appeared Haku-san , and even the peaks of th e
far-off range of Suzuka . In the deep valleys bet ween th e
purp le ridges, white clouds lay motionless. To the th e
Sea of Japan beyond th e Noto Peninsula was seen glowing in
the glory of the dying day, while to the S.B. the summits of
Asama-yama, Myoko-zan, and the Koma-ga-take of Shinano
lifted their massive heads above the clouds . What a grand
and glorious panorama it was ! I could not help feeling how
fortunate a mountaineer is to have such experiences. I took
a photograph, it is true, yet one could not but feel how
inadequate it must be as a reminder of such a scene. Nature
is on too vast a scale, and the camera is too mechanical. As
I stood outside the hu t in the keen air , I became absorbed in
the boundless and perpetually changing beau ties before me,
and as J came back to myself I could do no more th an exchange
a few brief words with the guide Tsune, and these were
only a mere repeti tion of one's sentiments of admira tion of
such a st riking scene. From tha t moment th e colours of th e
mountain forms und erwent a change. When at length the sun
sank behind the peak of Kasa-dake the air became penetratingly
cold, and I retreated into the hu t without delay .

The glories of th e dawn of August 25 were as gorgeous as
had been the evening of the previous day , when, at 4.50 A.M .,

we far ed for th from th e hu t to follow the grea t ridge forming
the boundary line between the provinces of Hida and Shinano.
The weath er was, at last , so fine and the rou te so full of variety
t hat t he expedition proved one of unusual interest and enjoy
ment. By the t ime we got to the peak of Minami-dako, however ,
after traversing Karasawa-dake and Kita-Hodaka, there was
no further serious rock-climbing left to be done. Just below
th e top of Kita-Hodaka we had a scramble in a short, steep
' chimney.' It was not really necessary, bu t we did it for the
sake of the amusement it afforded.

Now someone will say : ' What can there be amusing about
such a proceeding ? Isn't it much better to go straight up to
the top and enjoy the view at once, without makin g such
a toil of it? ' Moreover, there may also be others who are
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inclined to inquire : I Where is there anything of value or of
in terest in this climbing ? ' I regret to say I am quite unable
to offer any convincing answer at all. Yet , as the true beauty of
the mountains can only be fully appreciated by a moun taineer , it
must be useless for those people to struggle up to a summit after
long hours of toil who prefer to take a tram-car or motor car to
visit their next-door neighbours, or who are content to travel
hund reds of miles while asleep, and imagine there is nothing
whatever in the world worth while besides money and honour.
Of course one can never be sure of always having good weather
when climbing. But our short existence in this pr esent world,
and even eternal life afte r death does not extend beyond the
confines of this univ erse, and if this be so, then I want the
oppor tunity of abandoning myself to communion with the
heart of this illimit able universe- to medita te on it , and to
at ta in to a state of harmony wit h the ' God ' of the universe,
even the very Ideal Itself. Moun taineering, therefore, is not
simply a sort of ' fashion ' set by society-which, after all,
is but a form of vanity. It is a worthy toil with a moral
significance, and may become a source of real happiness. The
mountains themselves stand as symbols of E ternal Life and
serve as the expression of a mighty Spirit ual Being.

The arete running beyon d Minami-dake resembles nothing
so much as th e ridge of a desert moun tain . Moreover, a fog
enveloped us, and the sun 's rays penetrating it smote us with
a heat indescribably fierce. Not a breath of air was st irr ing
and th is rendered it a veritable hell except when for a moment
the mist lifted somewha t and afforded a lit tle relief. The first
part of the ascent to the top of 0-Yari itself lay along an arete
of shat tered rock and I now became so thirsty that I was able
to swallow down cup after cup of melt ed snow without a
moment's pause. By 3.30 P .'l\L we were at the hu t on the
shoulder of O-Yari, but no sooner had we arrived than it
started to rain. However, while we were drinking tea inside
the hut it cleared so Ne went on up to t he top without delay,
and as we carri ed no rucksacks, were able to climb quite
quickly. The evening was a very lovely one, and as I stood
once more on the summit I was vividly remind ed of the time
when I reached the same spot four years ago. The shad ow
of Yari was thrown by the rays of the set t ing sun upon the
triangular form of J6nen far beyond the inomata ravine
below us, and as th e sun sank the sha dow moun ted upwar ds.
In the depths of t he distant valleys white mists were gat hering,
for in the mountains day dies earlier, and t he lovely hues of
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oncoming night were falling asleep in the embrace of the cool
and quiet evening shades. As we at length started to descend
our' Spear Peak ' the masses of white cloud rose more rapidly
from below.

The Yari Hu t is quite a spacious one, of two storeys, but it
is a pity that there is neither a stovenor fireplace, and somehow
it gave me the impression of a place quite different from what
one usually associates with .the mountaineering world.

Still, at daybreak on August 26, I couldn't help feeling how
lucky we were. It was a glorious morning and exactly the
kind of weather for our scramble on the peak of Ko-Yari,
which was really the chief item on our programm e. In difficult
rock-climbing, while one man is securing a safe foothold, th e
others should not move ; consequently, the time spent in
waiting is apt to be rather tedious, so we can hardly call it
enjoyable, no matter how hard we may pretend, when a bitterly
cold wind is blowing! The details of the climbing on Ko-Yari
I shall not. go into , for they would be too technical. The
cliffs . of 0-Yari that face Ko-Yari afforded an excellent
auditorium for the several dozens of newspaper men, Prefectural
and Forestry officers and porters, who occupied seats in it .
We really felt as if we were sustaining the parts of ' star
performers,' enacting a thrilling scene with Ko-Yari as its
stage, and if we had charged a fee for admission, I am sure we
should soon have been able to build a handsome new theatre.
What a pity we were not in a position to act accordingly !

We returned to the hut for a short time, and then, with
rucksack on back and ice-axe under the arm, we star ted on
the traverse of the W. arete of Yari , in th e direction of
Sugoroku. But by this time the clouds were gathering and
shortly after lunch a heavy downpour of rain came on. Most
of the way lay along an uninteresting ridge, mainly overgrown
with creeping-pine and scarcely a rock to be seen. My at tention
was attracted by scratches on the stems of some of the creeping
pines, and these I was told by one of the guides were due to the
nibbling of hares in quest of food.

By 2 P .M . we were at the hut by the Sugoroku tarn, but its
accommodation was so small, that when we ourselves were inside,
the rest of the caravan were obliged to pitch tents for the
night, close by. There was something very restful in the sight
of the smoke gently ascending from the tents scattered about
near this mist -wreathed Alpine tarn . In the hope of the
weather clearing and giving us a chance of getting to the top
of Sugoroku, we anxiously and often looked out from our tent.
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ell, n hen do n ould
leng h night fell, and then
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of Nat ure's own painting lay before our eyes in all its boauty.
Yari and Hodaka stood forth in their unclouded splendour,
although the peaks on either han d of them were hidden by
intervening ridges.

By 1.20 P.M. we arrived at the hut on Kasa-dake, a spot
commanding surely one of the most splendid prospects in the
whole of the J apanese Alps. It stands on th e side of the peak
of Ko-gasa; the only drawback to its situation is the difficulty
of getting wate r close at hand. As th e day wore on we
climbed Ro-gasa and found th at the scenes so radiant in the
gent le glow of the westering sun gained even added beauty
by reason of th e soft veil of gat hering mists beginning to
envelop th em.

This last night of ours in a mountain hut was passed in peace
and quietness- at least I wish I could truthfully have so
written ! But, as a matter of fact, someone sta rted a heat ed
argument as to the respective merits of ' clinkers' and
, tri couni,' and this, later on, gave way to a discussion on the
subject of ' Life' which lasted for several hours.

The dawn of August 28, our last day in the mountains, was
by no means clear , but it revealed just that kind of misty
morning which makes one suspect th at later it may warm up
exceedingly. We said our farewell to the mounta ins from the
top of O-Gasa, our last expedition, and then applied ourselves
to the steep descent to Gamada.

I really think there can be no more tr ying tr ack in the whole
world than that from the foot of th e mountain to the village.
Such as there was lay first thro ugh the close-growing creeping
pines, of which there still remained so many roots and branches
th at it almost felt as if one were walking on springs. I have
never yet felt any giddiness in really dangerous places, where,
if my hold had given way, I should have been hur led to
unfatho mable depths ; but I must confess that at this way
down from Rasa-dake I had to ' throw up the sponge,' while,
as for going up, I would never attempt it even in my dreams !

The way from Sugoroku to Rasa had been so easy and so
enjoyable that the newly wedded Hayakawa had made up his
mind to climb this peak with his bride as her first introduction
to mountaineering. But on discovering for himself the horrors
of this dreadful way down he quite changed his mind , to my
grea t regret , for Rasa will now, after all, lose it s chance of
welcoming a fair visitor!

On reaching Gamada about noon, we went for our lunch to
the inn kept by the brothe r of the guide Jyutaro. Gamada-
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what delight ful memories the name recalls! The present
village stands on the spot to which it was removed from higher
up the valley after the disastrous storm. There are only four
or five houses, but the hot springs still gush forth from the
river-bed as before. We walked the two miles down to Tochio
and there found a car which took us up to Hirayu, where, for
the first time in six days, I was able to get a really good bath .
Hirayu is a village in the heart of the mountains, but though
there are ten or a dozen inns, not one of them has its own
bath-room. Coming back to our inn after my bath, I opened
a shOji , and th ere, beyond the green farm -fields down th e
valley, I caught sight of Kasa-dake, the very mountain on
which, thi s morning, I was sitting eat ing hard bread ten days'
old. Yet , now, here I was, seated on the soft taiasni; clad in
a yukata (bath- gown), drinking tea and indulging in pleasant
recollections of past experiences. What a transformation scene
it was!

The following day we drove out to Takayam a, whose loyal
inhabit ants call it a small Kyoto. Here I spent a busy after 
noon in being introduced to various places of interest . At the
eastern foot of the mountains encircling the place are many
fine temples, and near th em the river Miyagawa, which might
be likened to the Kamogawa in the real Kyoto and run s
through the middle of the town , whose streets cross and recross
like the divisions of a chess-board.

One of the domestics at our inn chanced to remark to me,
with a note of sadness in her voice : ' My boy, also, was fond of
the mountains and used to go climbing every summer.' Then
another, sit ting by her side, added sympat hetically : 'Yes;
what a sturdy lad he was, but .. .' There was such sorrow
in her voice. Perhaps it made her think of her beloved boy,
now dead, as she saw me in such high spirit s returning from the
mountains, and th e livelier I grew, the sadder must have
become the memories it recalled of him. And yet I could
think of no fitt ing words of comfort to offer her. What
sorrows this life of ours does hold !

And so, at last, I come back to the noisy capital! One day
a photo grapher who had been with us in the mountains brought
me some of the photographs he had taken. Speaking of his
experiences he remarked that he had never previously climbed
any hill higher than Atago-yama [a sort of Primrose Hill in
Tokyo]. ' I see,' he added, ' that a mountain climb cannot be
achieved by any mere tricks. Success can only be won by
making sure of each successive step of the way. That is the
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way I should like to go through life, never forgetting th e moral
of it all.'

, This,' I thought , ' is the lesson taught by the mountains
to one who had hardly known anything about them.'

I wonder if he is still keeping th at lesson in mind ?

[The foregoing article was writ ten in J apanese by R.LR.
The Prince Chichibu for the magazine circulat ing among th e
Imperial Princes of J apan, entitled Chikaki Mikaki, i.e. ' Near
the August Enclosure '-an ancient ti tle of the members of
the Imperial family circle. The technical details of climbing
are purposely omitted from this account of the Pr ince's
expeditions, the translation of which we owe to Messrs.
Samitar6 Uramatsu, A.C., and Walt er Weston.

Glossary of some words used :

Kawa, Gawa = river.
Yama, San = mountain.
Ta ke, Dake = peak.
o = great , higher.
Ko = small, lower.
Hashi, Bashi = bridge.
ShOji = th e sliding paper windows of a Japanese

house.
= a very popular sauce, ' soy.'
= the thick straw mats on th e floor of a

Japanese room.]

C ONCE RNING MOUNTAINS : DIE ENGELHORNER .

By TH E LATE MISS GERTRUDE BELL.

(Reprint ed from th e National Review, December 1901, by kind
permission of Mr. Leo J . Maxse.)

OF all perverse passions, that of the mountaineer is one
of the most inexplicable. Not he, th e hardy peasant,

chamois hunter, dweller in the hills, who would seem to have
come into th e world with hands more prehensile th an those
which evolut ion has allotted to us in thi s topmo st age of tim e,
with feet already shod in the hob-nailed boots with which he
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